Nexis® Direct … the dynamic combination of Internet search simplicity and the premium news and business sources of the Nexis service.

Designed around your business information needs, Nexis® Direct offers guided access to current and archival news and hard-to-find intelligence on companies, industries and executives. The Web-like interface has functionality that is truly intuitive—no training needed to complete a search form. Just enter your terms in the appropriate fields and/or choose from pull-down menus on the selected form.

With Nexis Direct you can:

• Pinpoint the results you need by easily searching leading news publications and business intelligence reports

• Improve the speed and the quality of information gathering to support more effective decision making

• Keep up to date on important industry and competitive developments with email alerts

• Prepare more efficiently for meetings and presentations by decreasing time spent on research

• Deliver better value to clients and colleagues by using trusted data sources instead of the publicly available material on the open Web

• Translate search pages, results lists and all full-text documents into any of 57 languages

• Download all data related to any search directly into Microsoft® Excel® or CSV for on-the-fly analyses and trend tracking
Confidently make better-informed business decisions with the quality information you get using Nexis Direct.

- Premium news and business sources
- Straightforward search forms, easy to understand and use like the open Web.
- Advanced search options when greater specificity is needed.
- Email alerts sent to your inbox keep you informed of the latest developments.
- Accessibility to all news, company, industry and executive intelligence content available through the LexisNexis® services.
- Federated cross-file searching and result sets, e.g., one search form searches five content sets and Web news.
- Open Web search results with applied taxonomy.
- A Negative News option filters results for a date range.
- 65,000 relevant results possible for a single search.

When you submit a completed form, your search results are quickly mined from the extensive collection of sources available through the LexisNexis services. Results display in tabs across the page so you can efficiently access information, and timesaving links let you click and go, navigating easily and quickly among the pages.

Now, Nexis® Direct users can search the LexisNexis® news collection via the Nexis® News Search iPhone® and iPad® application or the Nexis® News Search mobile site at www.lexisnexis.com/nexisnews.

To learn more about Nexis Direct visit lexisnexis.com or call 800.227.4908.
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